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63 0.  Executive Summary 
In  the  eighteen  months  since  Venture  Consort  was  launched 
as  a  pilot project by the EVCA  and DG  XIII  of the  Commission 
of  the  European  Communities,  the  scheme  has  been  outstan-
dingly  successful  in  encouraging  cross-border  syndication 
between European venture capital companies. 
It  has  demonstrated  the  need  for  an  incentive  system  to 
persuade  venture  capitalists  to  look  beyond  their  national 
markets  and  incur  the  extra  time  and  possible  extra  risk  in 
backing  projects  of  a  transnational  nature  with  fast-growing, 
technology-oriented  SlVIEs. 
Venture  Consort  has  been  allocated  funds  of  ECU  3.  3  million 
since  1985  in three stages,  and  18  transnational  projects  have 
received  support  out  of  30  requests  for  intervention.  The 
lead  investors  and  syndicate  members  in  these  projects  are 
drawn  form  8  EC  countries. 
The  contribution  by  the  EC  Commission  has  been  in  the  form 
of  grants  of  up  to  ECU  200.000  (up  to  a  maximum  of  30%  of 
the total equity)  and has been shown  to be a  remarkably  good 
use  of  Community  funds:  the  18  projects it has  backed  have 
resulted  in  a  total  equity  investment  of  ECU  38.3  million  and 
the firms  concerned represent employment of 1. 202  people. 
The  average  'gearing  effect'  of  the  Commission's  grant  in 
raising  share  capital is  of the order of 11.  G with  a  spread of 
23  in  Belgium  and  5  in  Italy.  In  addition  to  this  'gearing 
effect',  there  is  also  a  considerable  leverage  effect  in  pro-
viding  easier  access  to  additional  sources  of  funds  (loans 
etc.).  This  leverage  effect  is  very  substantial  but  difficult 
to  measure. 
All  of  the  companies  receiving  support  are  young  SMEs  with 
eleven  being  created  as  recently  as  1983  and  four  being 
start-up  companies  less  than  one  year  old.  The  average 
turnover  of  the  companies  is  ECU  5. 5  million.  The  predomi-
nant  sectors  of  activity  are  computers,  biotechnology  and 
industrial products. 
Slow  start,  exponential growth 
The  Venture  Consort  project  experienced  a  slow  start  as 
venture  capitalists  explored  the  merits  of  the  scheme  and 
researched  suitable  projects  for  transnational  syndication. 
For  many  of the  projects,  the  Commission  grant  was  a  crucial 
element  in  setting- up  a  transnational  syndicate.  Each  project 
has  on averag·e  3-4  investors.  The grant is  a  clearly stimula-
ting  a  new  clement  in  the  way  venture  capitalists  do  busi-
ness.  It must  continue to be supported. 
-\'II-The  interest  of  venture  capital  firms  in  the  Venture  Consort 
scheme is considerable and a  survey undertaken by the  EVCA 
at  the  beginning  of  1986  identified  more  than  one  hundred 
projects  which  could  be  supported by  Venture  Consort.  The 
present  exhaustion  of  the  funds  made  available  by  the  Com-
mission  has  already  caused  the  flow  of proposals  to  diminish. 
Lacking  further  substantial  funding,  the  transnational  'mo-
mentum'  could  be  lost  which  will  be  a  negative  trend  for 
Europe's innovative  SMEs. 
Future trends 
With  the financial  appetites of young technology-oriented  SMEs 
growing,  and  the  markets  they  operate in  moving  at  a  faster 
pace,  the promotion of transnational syndication can be a  vital 
element  for  them  to  raise the right type and volurr.e  of finance 
at  the  right  time,  and  have  top-level  management  and  marke-
ting support across Europe to help  them  succeed. 
We  at  the  EVCA  believe  that  these  technolog·y-oriented  SMEs 
are  the  basis  of Europe's  industrial  future  and  that  adequate 
finance  is  and  will  continue  to  be  the  key  element  in  their 
expansion and success. 
For  these  reasons,  the  Venture  Consort  programme  should 
become  a  fixed  and  well-supported  part  of  the  Community's 
programme to establish  a  single market by  1992. 
EVCA  wishes  to  extend  special  thanks  to  DC  XIII  of  the  EC 
Commission  and  in  particular Messrs.  Dennys  Wntson  and  Rene 
Cuth  ~  for  ongoing  support  they  have  given  to  this  highly 
valuable  project. 
\  II I 1.  INTRODUCTION 
The  VENTURE  CONSORT  pilot  system  is  aimed  at  encouraging 
the  growth  of European  SMEs  through the  formation  of cross-
border syndicates of venture capitalists. 
This action  has three thrusts: 
to  demonstrate  that,  despite  financial,  fiscal  and  legis-
lative  differences  between  EC  Member  States,  it  is  pos-
sible to finance  cross-border innovative projects; 
to  encourage  cross-border  development  and  cooperation 
between  SMEs  at  a  European level; 
to  stimulate  systematic  use  of  syndication,  and  the 
creation  of syndicates  between  venture  capital  companies 
established  in  several  countries  of  the  EC.  Up  to  now, 
only a  minor number of Venture  Capital investments have 
been  made on a  cross-border basis. 
The pilot  scheme  was  started in cooperation  with  the European 
Venture  Capital  Association  (EVCA)  which,  according  to  its 
statutes,  offers  all  the  guarantees  of  moral  and  professional 
competence  in  the  choice  of  its  members.  The  procedure 
consists of the EVCA  preparing investment contracts by  which 
two  or  more  of its  members  invest  funds  from  own  resources, 
which  are  then  topped  up  by  a  Community  grant,  so  as  to 
benefit  SMF.s  with  innovative  projects  established  in  the  EC. 
EVCA  is  entitled  to  charge  management  expenses  to  the 
Community for handling different phases of the scheme. 
2.  OPERATING  METHOD 
The  full  members  of  the  EVCA,  partners  in  investment  con-
tracts,  undertake  to  use  CEC  funds  put  at  their  disposal  in 
the  form  of  equity  financing.  Their  participation  must  also 
involve  equity  financing,  as  well  as  other  types  of  financing 
which  may  be  needed  by  the  specific  project.  The  amounts 
and  proportions  to  be  maintained  for  each  project  are  gover-
ned by the  following  rules: 
a)  Community  support  does  not  exceed  200.000  ECUs  and 
does  not  fall  below  50.000  ECUs; 
b)  For  a  maximum  of  three  cases,  Community  support  may 
reach  300. 000  ECU s  for  investments  aimed  at  reinforcing 
the  initial  equity  of  venture  capital  funds  in  countries 
where  the  venture  capital  industry  has  only  slightly 
developed  (i.e.  Spain,  Greece and  Portugal); 
- 1  -c)  Community  participation  represents  a  maximum  of  30%  of 
the  total  amount  contributed  in  equity  capital,  exclusive 
of  all  other  types  of  financing,  and  of  equity  by  non-
EVCA  member companies. 
In  the  acceptance of projects,  the  following  criteria  were 
used: 
a)  The innovation aspects of the project; 
b)  The location of the project  within  the EC; 
c)  The  project  implying  expansion  in  more  than  one 
Member  State of the  EC; 
d)  The  project is  financed  by a  cross-border syndicate 
of venture capitalists; 
e)  In  exceptional  cases,  provided  that  the  project 
meets  the  criteria  described  above,  a  project invol-
ving search for  commercial outlets in third countries 
may  be  accepted;  but  if  so,  the  following  three 
conditions  must be met: 
the project brings employment  to the  EC; 
profits are returned  to the EC; 
production capacity remains  within the  EC. 
f)  In  order for  a  SME  to  qualify,  the  EIB  definition  is 
used; 
g)  If  possible,  particular  attention  is  given  to  cohe-
rence  with  other  policies  and  programmes  of  the 
EC. 
For  the  liquidation  of  Community  participation  within 
seven  years  (or  for  a  contractually  agreed  longer  or 
shorter period),  the following  terms  apply: 
* 
* 
If the  net  result  of the  sale  is  less  or  equal  to  the 
amount  initially  invested,  the  lead  investor  in  the 
cross-border syndication  will  refund  the  Commission 
according·  to  its  contribution  to  the  project  on  a 
pro-rata basis. 
If  the  net  result  of  the  sale  is  higher  than  the 
amount  initially  invested,  the  lead  investor  in  the 
cross-border  syndication  will  refund  the  Commission 
the funds  initially invested by it,  increased  by only 
half  of  its  portion  in  the  increment  value  it  is 
entitled  to  as  a  result  of  its  participation  in  the 
project on  a  pro-rata basis. 
- 2  -The  process  of granting  Community  funds  should be  fast 
and easy: 
1.  The  Services  of the  Commission  concerned  pronoun-
ces  on  the  eligibility  of  the  project  submitted  by 
the  EVCA  within  10  working days; 
2.  A  steering·  committee,  specially  created  within  the 
board  of the  EVCA,  submits  recommendations  on  the 
commercial and financial  viability of the project; 
3.  After  receipt  of a  favourable  response,  the  Commis-
sion's  service  takes  a  final  decision  within  five 
working days; 
The  systematic  requirement  of  a  cross-border  syndicate 
of  venture  capital  companies  is  the  best  guarantee  of 
quality  in  the  choice  and  evaluation  of  business  propo-
sals. 
3.  "VENTURE  CONSORT"  FINANCING 
In  1985,  the  Commission  (Directorate  General  XIII)  set  up  a 
pilot  project,  from  funds  released  along  the  7520  budget line, 
with  the  following  financial  characteristics: 
Venture  Consort  I 
( 1984 I 85  credits) 
Venture  Consort  II 
(1985/86  credits) 
Veuture  Consort  III 



















Under  the  contract  between  EVCA  and  the  Commission,  EVCA 
was  reimbursed  for  the  initial  expenses  of  designing  and 
setting  up  the  operating  methods  (in  Venture  Consor·t  I)  and 
then  for  handling  funderl  projects  at  the  rate  of  2%  of grants 
made  by the  Community;  in addition,  as  Rnd  when  the  Commu-
nity's  participation is  Uquidated,  EV CA  shall be  entitled  to  1% 
of the  sum  reimbursed to the  Commission. 
- 3-4.  "VENTURE  CONSORT"  OPERATIONAL  PHASE 
l."he  investment  period  ran  from  March  26,  1985,  when 
VENTURE  CONSORT  was  officially  presented  during the  EVCA 
Seminar  in  Rome,  to  November  1986,  i.e.  approximately  20 
months. 
The  rather  slow  start-up,  a  result  of  the  relatively  novel 
aspeet  of  the  project,  was  followed  by  increased  interest  for 
VENTURE  CONSORT  under  the  dual  aspects  of  syndication 
and cross-border operations. 
Thus  the  planned  "incubation  period"  in  practice  lasted  more 
than  6  months,  giving  a  full  operational  period  of  approxi-
mately one year. 
In  the event,  no projects  were  submitted  to  take  advantage of 
the  provision  (see  2b  above)  to  reinforce  the  initial  equity of 
VC  funds  in less  developed  Member  States. 
5.  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PORTFOLIO 
From  the  start  of  the  Pilot  Scheme,  30  project  applications 
were  received,  of  which  22  were  accepted  and  Approved  by 
the Steering  Committee  and  the  Commission. 
Total  grants  approved  by  the  Commission  within  the  frame-
work  of the  Venture  Consort  pilot  scheme  were  3. 305  M  ECUs 
for  the  18  projects  taken into the portfolio,  from  the  22  which 
were approved  (full details in  Appendix I). 
As  it  happened,  the  important  flow  of  potential  investment 
proposals,  occurring  at  the  end  of  1985/beginning  1986, 
slowed  to  a  trickle  before  and  during  the  vacation  period. 
This  coincided  with  temporary  organisational  difficulties  in 
EVCA,  but  an  increased  flow  of  proposals  started  again  in 
September 1986. 
The  number  of  investment  proposals  could  have  been  even 
higher,  but  the  association  did  not  especially  encourage 
these,  since funds  were insufficient to satisfy likely requests. 
In  November  1986,  the  total  funds  available  had  already  been 
exhausted,  without  taking into  account  five  new  projects,  for 
which  there  is  a  fund  shortage  of  approximately  1  million 
ECUs. 
Taking into account  the  favourable  reception  this  pilot  scheme 
received  in  the  European  venture  capital  community,  EVCA 's 
forecast  for  the  end  of  1986  amounts  to  over  20  M  ECUs  in 
terms  of  potential  investment.  In  this  context,  it  seems 
necessary to redefine,  as  soon as possible,  the  role of the  EC 
vis-a-vis  this  exponential  explosion  of  this  pilot  scheme  (see 
Conclusions  and  Recommendations,  item  10). 
- 4-CEC  GRANT by COUNTRY 
TOTAl CEC  : 3.305 KECU 
Netherlends 
Belgium 
- 5-6.  GEOGRAPHIC  DISTRIBUTION  OF  PROJECTS  SUBMITTED 
The  geographic  distribution  of  these  projects  by  location  of 
companies  is  shown  as  follows: 
of which 
N°  of projects  N°  of projects  were  retained 
Country  submitted  approved  in the portfolio 
Belgium  1  1  1 
Spain  1 
France  5  3  2 
Greece  1 
Ireland  2  2  2 
Italy  4  3  3 
Luxembourg  1  1  1 
The  Netherlands  2  1  1 
Portugal  1 
F.R.  Germany  4  3  2 
United  Kingdom  8  8  6 
Total  30  22  18 
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- 6  -7.  SYNDICATES:  THEIR  STRUCTURE 
a)  Geographic  distribution of members  of syndicates: 
For  the  18  projects  in  the  portfolio,  14  "LEAD 
INVESTORS",  (of  which  4  appear  in  more  than  one 
syndicate  as  "multi-leaders")  involved  31  full  members  of 
the  EVCA.  Of  these,  16  participated  in  more  than  one 
syndicate. 
In  addition,  13  funds  which  do  not  belong  to  the  EVCA 
were  members of syndicates. 
It  should  also  be  noted  that  2  British,  1  Irish  and  2 
French  venture  capital  companies  joined  the  association 
in order to benefit  from  the  Pilot  Scheme. 
The  geographic  distribution  of  the  syndicate  members 
can  be  summarised  as  follows  (see  full  details  in  Appen-
dix I): 
Number of investors 
Country  EVCA  members noH-EVCA 
Belgium  2 
France  9 
Ireland  1  3 
Italy  2 
Luxembourg  1 
The  Netherlands  5  1 
F.R.  Germany  3 
United  Kingdom  8  5 
United  States  2 
Japan  1 
Sweden  1 
Total:  31  13 
b)  syndicate leaders 
N  urn ber of syndicate 
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members In  Italy,  one  venture  capital  company,  as  lead investor,  presented 
three  projects,  with  similar  occurrences  in  the  U.K.,  where  four 
venture  capital  companies  produced  six  projects,  and  in  France, 
where  a  venture  capital  company  presented  two  projects,  which 
were  pronounced  eligible  and  subsequently  accepted.  (Unfortuna-
tely,  one  of  them  was  withdrawn  on  the  request  of  the  syndicate 
leader). 
c)  Cross-border operations of syndicates 
For the 22  projects approved,  all  the syndicates included 
at  least  two  full  members  of the  EVCA  with  operations in 
different  countries.  This  is  illustrated  by  the  following 
table: 
Full Members of the EVCA 
w1th  operations in 
2  countries  3  countries 
Projects: 
Intepro  X 
Damon  Biotech  X 
ES2 
Power  Compact  X 
IMC  Acrylguss  X 
N  ava  Leisure  X 
Dillon  Technology  X 
Innogenetics  X 
Advent  Systems  X 
Telebeam  X 
Kalamazoo  X 
Rase  X 
Noctech  X 
Bionics  X 
DOS  X 
Neurotech  X 
Easy  Spa  X 
Green  Has  X 
A  X 
B  X 
c  X 
D  X 
- 8-
4/more countries 
X When  including non-EVCA  members,  the result is as  follows: 
2  countries  3  countries  4/  more  countries 
Projects: 
Intepro  X 
Damon  Biotech  X 
ES2  X 
Power  Compact  X 
IMC  Acrylguss  X 
Nava  Leisure  X 
Dillon  Technology  X 
Innogenetics  X 
Advent  Systems  X 
Telebeam  X 
Kalamazoo  X 
Rase  X 
Noctech  X 
Bionics  X 
DOS  X 
Neurotech  X 
Easy  Spa  X 
Green  Has  X 
A  X 
B  X 
c  X 
D  X 
It  is  noted  that,  even  if  several  venture  capital  investors  are 
found  within the  same  syndicate,  the degree of multi-nationality is, 
in  most  cases,  two  countries per project. 
Moreover,  this  only  slig·htly  increases  when  investors  who  are 
non-members  of the association are included. 
The average number of investors is 3. 5  per project. 
The  smallest  svndicate is  made  up  of  two  members  and  the  largest 
of five  member~. 
- 9  -8.  THE  PROJECTS 
a)  The industrial sectors  and  employment 
The  following  results  are  achieved  when  regrouping  the 
22  proposed  projects  by  country  and  sector  of  activity, 
in  accordance  with  classifications  used  by  the  EVCA  in 
its 1986  Yearbook: 
PROJECTS  COMP  BlOT  IND  EN  COMM  AUT  CONS  AGR  CITN  MED  Total 
Belgium 
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Value  in 
MECU  21.75  9.69  6.25  2.21  3.20  4.47  1.00  1.04  0.87  6.30  56.78 
According to the following  graph,  the  relative importance 
of  certain  sectors  and  the  clear  predominance  of  the 
"Computer"  (COMP),  "Biotechnology"  (BlOT)  and "Indus-
trial products"  ( IND)  sectors is clearly demonstrated: 
VALUE OF  PROJECTS : BREAKDOWN BV  SECTOR 
OTN  AGR 
- 10  -
Lt'gPnd 
AGR  : Aqriculture 
8 lOT  : Biotechnology 
COMM  :Communications 
(Telecom incl.) 
COMP :Computer related 
CONS  :Consumer related 
EN  :Energy , natura  1 
rt'SOUrCt'S 
IND  : Industrial products 
MED  . Mt>dica 1  ht>a ltfl 
related 













The  following  table  shows  a  comparison  of  figures  - in 
values  - for  all  venture  capital  activities  indicated  in  the 
1986  EVCA  Yearbook;  however,  these figures  are purely 
indicative,  since  they  relate  to  1985  investments.  We 
have  noted  that  the  22  cases  under  review  only  repre-
sent  2.  2%  of  all  venture  capital  activities  referred  to  in 
the Yearbook and 6.4%  of the "COMP"  sector. 
These  results  underline  the  weakness  of  cross-border 
Venture Capital operations for  the time  being. 
Project  INVEST  =  100  CEC  Grant  EMPLOY  100  COMMUNITY 
1985 
1  1040  1.83  200  12  0.71  117711 
3  4473  7.87  485  102  6.04  62254 
3  9687  17.06  600  376  22.28  82857 
2  3196  5.62  400  36  2.13  190780 
5  21747  38.30  998  497  29.46  340226 
1  1000  1. 76  200  15  0.88  345573 
2  2208  3.88  319  63  3.73  124497 
3  6250  11.00  600  465  27.56  628230 
1  6300  11.09  200  105  6.22  130989 












22  56774  100.00  4102  1687  100.00  2578682  100.00 
In  reviewing  the  following  graph on  employment  (number 
of  employees)  compared  with  invested  capital  for  the  22 
projects,  there  is  a  distinct  reduction  in  the  "COMP" 
sector,  in  favour  of  "Industrial  Products"  (IND).  All 
other  sectors  more  or  less  maintain  the  same  relation  of 
invested capital and employment level. 
EmP-1 oyment by sector 
MM 
- 11  -All  the  related  companies  use  new  technology,  which  are 
either  the  result  of  their  own  research,  or  are  new 
applications of existing technologies. 
Two  high-tech sectors,  "Computer"  ( COMP)  and  "Biotech-
nology"  (BlOT),  represent  8  cases,  make  up  for  55%  of 
the total  number of cases studied. 
b)  The  development  stages and size of companies 
By  regrouping  the  18  projects  in  the  portfolio  according 
to  the  countries  of  operation,  we  obtain  the  following 
results: 
Nationality  INV  CEC  Pers.  GEARING  CEC 
Kecu 
Belgium  4533  200  36  22.66 
Germ  Fed  Rep  2568  319  63  8.05 
France  5313  400  324  13.28 
Ireland  3145  300  76  10.48 
Italy  2840  600  52  4.73 
Luxembourg  3698  200  150  18.49 
Netherlands  1979  185  18  10.69 
United  Kingdan  14255  1100  483  12.95 
Tot a  1 :  38331  3304  1202  11.60 
The  total  invested  amounts  to  38.3  million  ECUs  and 
represents  employment  for  1.  202  persons. 
Out  of  the  18  companies  in  the  portfolio,  11  were 
founded  in  1983  or  thereafter,  and  4  of  them  founded 
between  1981  and  1982.  One  can  thus  reach  the conclu-
sion  that  the  investment  portfolio  is  made  up  of  young 
small  and  medium-sized companies  with  sales figures,  per 
company,  varying between  400.000  and  23.000.000  ECUs. 
(The  average  sales  figure  of  the  18  portfolio  companies 
is 5. 500.000  ECUs). 
Out  of  the  18,  4  are  companies  which  operated  for  less 
than  one  year before  actually  receiving  grants,  i.e.  real 
"start-up" situations. 
- 12  -9.  THE  "GEARING"  EFFECT  OF  EC  GRANTS 
We  also  note  from  the  preceding  table  that  the  "gearing" 
effect  of  EC  grants  varies  by  23-fold  for  Belgium  to  5-fold 
for  Italy,  with  the  average  being  nearly  12.  The  following 
graph  illustrates  this  phenomenon.  This,  however,  only 
concerns  equity  requirements.  In  addition,  there  is  a  lever-
age  effect  (which  is  not  easy  to  measure)  illustrated  by  the 
easier access to other sources of additional financing,  such  as 
bond  issues,  participative  loans,  cash  contributions  from 
partners ,  etc. 
(Genrt  ng  CEE) 
B~lg1um 
(23) 
G~rm  .F ~d  .R~p  (B) 
Franc~  ( 13) 
lr~land  ( 1 0) 
Italy  (5) 
Lux~mbourg  ( 1  B) 
N~th~rlands 
( 1 0) 
Un1t~d K1ngdom  ( 13) 
( Kecu)  o  5000  10000  15000 
II EC  Grant 
II Total inv~stmPnts 
- 13-10.  CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 
The  scheme  has  been  outstandingly  successful in  encouraging 
cross-border  syndication  projects  with  the  EC  contribution 
having a  high  gearing· effect.  The initial delay in  authorising 
projects  reflected  the  need  for  participating  venture  capital 
companies  to  ensure  that  potential  investments  were  properly 
researched.  It  also  demonstrated  the  additionality  of  the 
scheme  as  there  was  clearly  no  substitution  for  finance  al-
ready agreed. 
In the operating of the  pilot  scheme,  a  number of issues  were 
raised  which  will  need  to  be  considered  in  any  successor 
scheme. 
In  the  approval  mechanism,  the  principle  of  'first  come  first 
served'  was  adopted,  but  this  could  well  be  difficult  to  en-
force  if a  number  of applications  are  received  simultaneously. 
In  such  circumstances,  other selective criteria  will  need  to  be 
established  such  as  degree  of innovation  (coherence)  stage  of 
financing,  deg·ree  of internationalisation and number of syndi-
cate partners. 
The  question  of  investing  in  competing·  companies  was  also 
encountered  in  the  pilot  scheme.  Normal  professional practice 
would  be  to  invest  in  both,  but  the  EC  has  expressed  a 
different  viewpoint  and the  scheme  would  need to address this 
issue and establish clear guidelines. 
It  was  agreed  that  the  EC  grant  should  only  be  available 
where  new  money  is  being  raised  but  not  restricted  to  any 
particular stage of financing. 
There  is  an  increasing  tendency  for  innovative  companies  to 
need  larger  scale  financing  and  consideration  will  need  to  be 
given  to  increasing  the  maximum  grant  from  its  present 
200.000  ECUs  to,  say,  at least  300.000  ECUs. 
The  role  of  the  Steering  Committee  diminished  once  the 
scheme  was  properly established,  as the EVCA  secretariat and 
the  EC  were  fully  capable  of  assessing  eligibility.  However, 
such  a  committee  would  need  to  be  available  to  consider  any 
disputes  over  eligibility  and  also  any  changes  to  the  running 
of a  future  scheme. 
In  summary,  the  Pilot  Scheme  has  shown  the  Venture  Consort 
grant  to  be  successful  as  a  catalyst  to  encourage  cross-
border syndications.  The  principle of relying on  the  venture 
capitalist's  due  diligence  and  own  investment  has  proven  a 
sensible means of ensuring a  flow  of viable projects. 
There  has  been  considerable  publicity,  both  in  the  press  and 
internally within  the  EVCA,  concerning the limited  funds  from 
the  EC  budget.  This  has  resulted  in  a  slowing  down  of 
applications  but,  notwithstanding  this,  there  are  a  further 
five  projects  awaiting  additional  scheme  funding  and  a  great 
deal of interest in the  scheme continuing. 
- 14  -We  therefore  strongly  recommended  that  further  funds  be 
made  available  and  that  the  operation  of  a  further  scheme 
should  retain  the  ease  of operation  and  other features  of  the 
pilot  subject  to  some  classification  in  the  areas  described 
earlier. 
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67 0.  RESUME  DES  PRINCIPAUX  ENSEIGNEMENTS. 
Venture Consort, le pro jet pllote lance  i1  y a dix-huit mo1s par l'EVCA et la 
DGXIII  de la Cornrnission des Con1munautes eurooeennes, s·est avere etre un 
enorme encouragement pour le co-financement transnational entre societes 
de capital a  risque europeennes. 
Le pro Jet a demontre la necesslte d'un systeme d'encouragement af 1n de 
persuader les capitalistes a  risque d'etendre leur horizon au-dela de  leur 
rnarche nat1onal, de consacrer le temps suoolementa1re et  de counr 
l'eventuel risque supplementaire lie au financement de pro jets avant une 
din1ens1on transnationale soumis par des  PME a  croissance rapide actives 
dans le don1a1ne de la technolog1e. 
Depuis  1985 un montant de 3,3 millions d'ECU a ete mis ala disposition de 
Venture Consort  en tro1s tranches.  Des 30 demandes d'1ntervent1on,  18 
pro jets transnationaux ont fait l'objet d'une intervention financiere. Les 
chefs de f lle et  les rnemr)res des synd1cats de co-f 1nancement  de ces 
pro jets representent 8 pays de la communaute. 
La contrlbution de la Commission des  C.E.  a pris la forrne de subsides d'un 
montant plafonne a  200.000 ECU par pro jet (avec un maximum de  30% des 
fonds propres>. Ces fonds communauta1res ont ete employes a  tres bon 
esc1ent puisque les  18 pro.Jets qui  ant benef1c1e d'un apport  communauta1re 
representent un investissement total en fonds propres de 3813 millions 
d'ECU et ont cree ou rna1ntenu  1. 202 ernp lo1s 
L'effet rnultiplicateur des subsides de  la Cornrnission dans l'appel de fonds 
propres est de l'ordre de  11 ,6 en moyenne,  avec des extremes de  23  en 
Belgique et de 5 en  Ita  lie. Outre cet effet multiplicateur, les fonds 
communautaires ont  eu egalement une fonction de levier en fac111tant 
l'acces a  des sources de f1nancement  supplement.31res (prets, etc.). Cette 
fonction est tres importante mais difficile a  mesurer. 
Toutes les societes benefic1a1res sont de  Jeunes  Pr"tE dent  I 1 furent creees 
depu1s  1  983; quatre aut  res sont des "start-ups" qui  ont rnoins d'un an  d'age. 
Le chiffre d'affaires moyen des societes est (je 5,5 n1il11on (j'ECU.  Les 
secteurs d'activ1tes predominants sont  1es ord1nateurs, la biotechnologie et 
les produits industriels. 
- 21  -Demarrage  lent,  cro1ssance  exponentje11e 
Le oro.Jet  Venture Consort a dernarre lentement les cao1tal1stes a r1soue 
cherchant a  determiner les avantages du schema eta identifier des pro Jets 
se pretant au co-financement transnational. Pour de nombreux pro jets, les 
subsides de la Commission furent un element crucial dans la formation des 
syndicats transnationaux. Chaque pro jet a une moyenne de 3 a  4 
1nvest1sseurs. Ces subsides constituent a  revidence un nouvel  incitant dans 
la faGon dont les capital1stes a  r1sque tra1tent des affa1res. Cet element 
do it continuer a  etre soutenu. 
Les soc1etes  rJe  cao1tal  a r1soue montrent un 1nteret cons1derable pour le 
projet Venture Consort. Une etude realisee par l'EVCA debut  1986 a identifie 
plus de  100 pro jets pouvant beneficier d'une aide dans le cadre de  Venture 
Consort.  Le tarissen1ent des fonds mis a  la disposition par la Commission a 
deja eu pour effet de diminuer le flux de propositions. Au  cas  ou un apport 
substantiel de fonds viendrait a  manquer~ l'elan transnational pourrait se 
perdre, ce  qu1  se traduirait par une tendance negat 1ve pour les  PME 
europeennes innovantes. 
Teodances  futures 
Compte tenu des besoins f1nanciers cro1ssants des  Jeunes  PME actives dans 
le domaine de  la technolog1e et de  revolution plus rap1de des marches dans 
lesquels elles travail lent, un element vital dans leur recherche  du type et du 
volume adequat.s de  f1nancement  au moment prop1ce peut etre Ia promot1on 
du co-financement transnational. Celui-ci peut egalement leur permettre de 
reussw  9r,~ce a !'apport d'un sout 1en de haut  n1veau  en gest 1on et en 
commerc\al1sat1on a  travers !'Europe. 
L'EVCA pense que ces  P~1E actives dans  1e  doma1ne de  la technologie ferment 
la base  de  l'aven1r industr1e 1  de  l'Europe et qu'un f1nancement adequat est, et 
continuera d'etre, l'elen1ent cle de leur expansion et de  leur reussite. 
Cest pourquot  le pro jet Venture Consort devrait etre integre dans  le 
programme de rea11sat1on  du grand marche 1nter1eur avant  1992 et. comme 
tel_,  beneficier d'un soutten adequat. 
- 22  -L  E~t'A ren;erc1e Ia 06..-fl/1 de Ia  f...'J)n7nn~-:k?n des {i)fl7n7unautes europe.ennes 
e.t en part  ~t..--:u/ler t'l Denr,.vs  J.J.·;-:,tsf...'"~/7 et tt Rene 6Utl; pour leur a/de con!  l~?ue 
apportee lors de I 'execut  1~1n de ce pr~?  Jet de ora.nde. valeur  .•  ... 
- 23  -1 INTRODUCTION 
Le systeme pilote VENTURE  CONSORT  est destine a encourager la croissance 
des  PME eurooeennes oar la f'ormat1on de synd1cats transnat1onaux de 
capltalistes a  risques. 
Cette act1on poursuit une triple finalite~ 
- montrer que malgre les divergences existant sur le plan financier, fiscal 
et 1  egis 1  at  if~  11  est poss 1  b  1  e de  f1 nancer des pro jet i nnovateurs 
transnat 1  onaux; 
-encourager le developpement transnational et la cooperatioon entre les  PME 
au n1veau europeen; 
- stimuler le recours systematique au co·lnvestissements  eta la creation 
de syndicats d'investissements entre societes de capital  a risque etablies 
dans plusieurs pays de  la Communaute europeenne. Jusqu·a present, un 
nombre insigntfiant des operations de Venture Capital  se font sur une base 
trans nat ionale. 
Le pro Jet p1lote est rea 1  ise en collaboration avec  l'European Venture Capita I 
Association (l'EVCA> qui, de parses statuts, offre toutes les garanties de 
moral1te et de competences profess1onnelles dans  Je  cho1x de ses adherents 
La methode consiste a  fa ire preparer par 1'EVCA des contrats 
d'investissements par lesquels deux ou plusieurs de ses membres 
1nvest1ssent des fonds preleves sur leurs ressources propres, augmentes 
d'une subvention communautaire,  au profit de  PME etabl1es dans la 
Communaute economique europeenne ayant un pro jet innovateur. 
Pour  Ia gestion de toutes les etapes du pro jet pllote l' EVCA  per~olt des 
honora1res. 
- 25  -2.Modus Ooerand1. 
Les membres effect1fs de  l'EVCA., partena1res dans des contrats 
d'investlSSements, s·engagent a  Utlllser les fonds ffilS a leur dlSPOSltlOn 
sous forme d'apport en  fonds propres. Leur participation contient egalement 
un apport en  fonds propres  en conjonction, selon les besoins du pro jet a 
financer, avec d'autres types de financement.  Les montants et proportions a 
respecter pour chaque pro jet sont regis par les regles suivantes: 
a) L'intervent 1on communautaire ne depasse pas 200.000 ecus et ne tom be 
pas en dessous de 50.000 ecus; 
b) Pour un max1mum  de trois affaires, 1'1ntervent1on communauta1re 
atteindra 300.000 ecus dans le cas d'1nvest1ssements destines a  renforcer 
le capltal initial de fonds du type "Venture Capital" dans  les pays ou 
l'industrie du capltal a  risque n'est encore que faiblement developpee (a 
savo1r rEspagne,  la Grece et le Portugal); 
c) La participation communautaire represente au maximum  30%  du montant 
total apporte sous  forme de fonds proores, en excluant pour ce calcul  les 
autres types de financements et les apports faits par des societes n·etant 
pas membres de  l'EVCA. 
Dans le choix des projets, i1  est tenu compte des caracterist iques suivantes: 
a) Le degre d'1nnovat1on du proJeC 
b) La 1ocallsat1on du oro Jet a l'inteneur de la Cornmunaute europeenne; 
c) Le pro jet impl1que l'expansion dans plus d'un Etat membre de  la 
Communaute econom 1  que europeenne  ~ 
d) Le pro jet est finance par un synd1cat transnational  de cap1talistes a 
risque; 
e) Except1onellement, et s1  le pro Jet repond aux autres criteres enonces c1-
dessus,  Ja recherche de debouches commerctaux dans des pays tiers. Dans  ce 
cas,  Jes trois conditions suivantes doivent etre remp1ies: 
le pro]et cree des emplo1s a  1'inter1eur de  Ia CEE,  les benefices sont 
rapatries vers  1a CEE,  la capaclte de production reste a  l'interieur de  la CEE; 
f) Pour quallfier une entrepr1se de  PME  ron se refere a  Ja definition  utilisee 
par  Ja BEl  ; 
- 26-g)  S1  poss1ble,  une attent1on part1cu11ere est donnee aux autres politlques et 
programmes de la Communaute europeenne, 
Pour la liquidation de  la participation communauta1re endeans  les 7 ans <ou 
pour une periode plus longue ou plus courte agreee contractuellenlent), les 
modal1tes su1vantes s'appliquent 
*51 le produ1t net de  la realisation est tnferieur ou egal  au montant 
1ntt1a1ement  1nvest1,  la soc1ete chef  de file du syndicat transnational 
remboursera la Commission au prorata de sa participation dans le pro jet; 
*  S1  le orodLnt net de  la real1sat1on est super1eur au montant 1n1t1alement 
1nvesti, la societe chef de file du syndicat transnational remboursera ala 
Cornn11ssion les fonds  initialement invest is par elle. augmentes de  la mot tie 
seulement de sa part dans la plus-value lui revenant du fait de sa 
participation dans  le pro jet. 
La procedure d'octro1  des fonds communautaires se veut s1mple et rapide: 
1 Les servJces de  la Comm1ss1on se prononcent sur l'elig1bil1te du pro Jet 
soum1s par 1'EVCA dans un delai de  10 Jours ouvrables, 
2.  Un comtte Directeur specialement cree au sein du conse11  d'adminlstration 
de  1'EVCA emet une recommandation sur la viabilite commerciale et 
financiere du pro jet 
3.  Apres obtention d'un avis favorable,  les services de  la Commission 
prennent Ia decision f1nale endeans 5 JOUrs ouvrables. 
L'exigence systematique d'un syndicat transnational de societes de capital a 
risque constltue par ail leurs la mellleure garantie de quallte dans  le choix 
et revaluation des propositions d'affaires. 
- 27  -3.FINANCEMENT  DE  "VENTURE  CONSORT  II 
Grace a  des fonds degages sur la ligne budgetaire 7520 1  la Direction 
Generale XIII  de la Commission a mis en route au debut de  1985 le pro jet 
piloteJ f1nancierenlent dote de la  fa~on suivante: 
Fonds ope rat  1  onne l s  Frais de gestion 
Venture Consort  I  1.200.000  72.182 
(credlts 1984/85) 
Venture Consort II  1.500.000  37.500 
(cred1ts  1985/86) 
Venture Consort Ill  600.000  12.000 
(avrll  1986, credlts 1986) 
1 nterets a  recevoir :  s.ooo 
Totaux .  3.305.000  121.682 
o·apres  les sttpulations contractuelles l'EVCA per\:Oit des honora1res pour 
les frais de gestion encourus qui s'elevent forfaitairement a  2% des fonds 
operationnels sauf pour Venture Consort I ou une allocation plus elevee 
servalt a  couvr1r les depenses de mise au po1nt du modus operandi  au 
courant du  1  er trtmestre de  1985. 
Lors (je  la  111~U1dat1on des  1nvest1ssements pour  Jesquels  Ia Comm1ss1on a 
donne une subvent 1  on,  l'E VCA percevra  1 %  de  I  a tot  a  1  i te des fonds 
retrocedes a  la Conlmission. 
28  -4 PHASE  OPERATIONNELLE  "VENTURE  CONSORT  II 
La peri ode d'invest issement s·est etendue du 26/03/85 , date de  la 
presentat1on off1c1elle de  VENTURE  CONSORT  lors du sern1na1re  de  l'EVCA a 
Rome  I  JUSqu'en novembre  1986 so it  + 1- 20 mens. 
Le dernarrage tres lent, du fa1t  de  la nouveaute du produit  I  a ete su1vi  d'une 
carnpagne  de promotion  de  " VENTURE  CONSORT"  sous le double aspect 
d'investissements par synd1cats et de la transnationalite. 
Cette phase d'incubatlon s·est prolongee pendant six mois,  ce  qui  se traduit 
par une duree de vie operationnelle effective d'un an env1ron. 
Aucun pro.)et n·a ete soumis dans le cadre de la fac1lite offerte sous le point 
2JJ  du rnodus operandl  et qu1  v1 salt a rent orcer la do tat  1  on  en  fonds propres 
des soc1etes de cap1tal a  risque operant dans les pays nouvellement membre. 
5.  COMPOSITION  DU  PORTEFEUILLE 
Depu1s  le debut  du Pro jet P1lote,  30 dernandes d'1ntervent1on ont ete 
introduites dont 22 ont ete retenues et approuvees par le Comite directeur 
et les Serv1ces de la cornm1ss1on 
Le total des subventions accordees par la Cornmunaute europeenne dans le 
cadre (ju pro Jet pilote Venture Consort s'eleve ainsi a  31305  ~1. d'Ecus 
concernant les  18 projet ret  en us en portefeui lle sur les 22 proJets 
approuves (detail complet en  anne:l(e  1  ). 
En effetl un flux  important de propositions d'investlssements potentiels, 
f1n  1985. debut  1986,  a ete su1v1  d'un creux avant et pendant  la penode des 
vacances accompagne d'une difficulte temporaire d'organisation au sein de 
l'EVCA.  11  y eut ensulte un regain des propositions a  partir du rnois de 
septembre  1  986. 
Le nombre des propositions d'investisement aurait pu etre plus eleve mais 
!'association a dO  freiner son activite sachant que  les fonds mis a 
disposition etaient insuffisants pour satisfaire toutes les demandes. 
- 29  -En novembre  1986. la total1te des f"onds dtsponibles a deja ete epu1see et ce 
sans compter 5 nouveaux pro jets annonces pour lesquels  11  manque les 
moyens financ1ers, so1t approx1mat1vement un m1111on  d'ECUs. 
o·autre part, compte tenu de l'acceuil favorable de ce proJet p1lote aupres de 
la communaute des cap1ta11stes a  risques europeens,  les previsions etablies 
par l'EVCA pour la fin de  1986 s'elevent a  plus de 20M. d'ECUS en terme de 
potent1al1te d'1nvest1ssement. Dans ce contexte,  11  s'avere necessa1re de 
repenser a  tres breve echeance le role de la Communaute europeenne face a 
l'explosion exponentielle de ce pro jet pllote. <voir in f1ne: Conclusions et 
recommandat 1  ons) 
Subvention CCE  gar goy~ 
Total CEE  : 3.305 KECU 
- 30  -6.  REPARTITION  GEOGRAPHIOUE  DES  PROJETS  PRESENTES 
La repart1tion geographique de ces pro Jets par localisation geograph1que de 
l'entreprise se presente comme suit: 
Pays  Nombre de  nombre de  dont 
pro,jets  pro jets  retenus en 
soumis  approuves  portefeu11 re 
Belg1que  1 
Espagne  1 
France  5  3  2 
Grece  1 
lrlande  ?  2  .., 
..... 
1  tal ie  4  3  3 
Luxembourg  1  1  1 
Pays-Bas 
")  1  1  k. 
Portugal  1 
R.F.A.  4  3  2 
Royaun1e-un i  8  8  6 
Totaux:  30  22  18 
Le graph1que c1-apres demontre 1'1mportance des subvent1onsJ  atns1  que des 
investissements par pays. 
Pays bas 
Grande Bretaqne 
{ Kecu)  0  5000  10000  15000 
II Subvention CEE 
II I nvest1ssements toteux 
- 31  -7.  LES  SYNDICATS  D'INVESTISSEURS  ET  LEUR  COMPOSITION 
a> RepartitJon geograpb1oue des membres  parrn1  les syodJcats 
d' i  oyest i  sseurs. 
Pour les  18 pro_tets en portefeullle,  14  "LEAD  INVESTORS"  , dont 4 
apparaissent dans plus d'un synd1cat  (  en tant que" multi-leader"), 
regroupent  31  membres effectlfs de  l'EVCA, dont  16 participant a  plus d'un 
syndlcat 
En outre,  13 fonds ne faisant pas partie de  l'EVCA eta1ent part  1e prenante 
dans  les synd1cats d'lnvest 1ssements. 
II est egalernent a  noter que deux societes de capital risque britanniques. 
une  trlandatse et deux  fran~a1ses ont adhere a  l'assoc1at1on af1n de pouvo1r 
beneficier du Pro jet P11ote. 
La repartit1on geographique des syndicats peut se resumer comme suit: 
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- 32  -1l2Les chefs de flle des syodJcats d'JovestJsseurs 
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Pour  l'lta11e, une societe de capital a  risque a presente trois proJets en 
qual ite de chef de file. Le meme phenomene se produisit egalement au 
Royaume-Unl  ou quatre soc1etes de capital a  r1sque  ont produ1t  s1x pro Jets. 
Le cas s'est egalement reproduit en France ou une societe de capital a  risque 
a presente deux pro jets eligibles et acceptes. Malheureusement,  l'un d'entre 
eux  t"ut  ensulte ret1re a  Ia demande du chef  de f1le du syndicat. 
- 33  -~) La transnational1te des syndlcats diJovestJsseurs 
Pour  les 22 pro Jets approuves, tous les syndicats d'1nvest1sseurs soot 
composes d'au mo1ns deux membres effectifs de  I'EVCA dom1c111es dans des 
pays differents ce qui  est demontre par le tableau suivant: 
Membres effectifs de  l'EVCA domici lies dans 
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X En incluant les 1nvest1sseurs non-membres de  l'EVCA, le resultat est  le 
suivant: 
I  o~estJSSfU[S de 
2 oa¥s  3 oa¥s  ::1 oa¥s ou o  1  us 
Pro jets 
INTEPRO  X 
DAMON BIOTECH  X 
E52  v 
I'. 
POWER  COMPACT  X 
IMC  AGRYLGUSS  X 
NAVA LEISURE  X 
0  I  LLON  TECHNOLOGY  X 
INNOGENETICS  X 
ADVENT  SYSTEMS  X 
TELEBEAM  X 
KALAMAZOO  X 
RASC  X 
NOCTECH  v  ,, 
BIONICS  X 
DOS  X 
NEUROTECH  :~ 
EASY SPA  X 
GREEN HAS  X 
.A.  X 
B  :~ 
c  X 
D  X 
11  appara1t que, meme si plusieurs investisseurs de capital a  risque se 
retrouvent au sein d'un syndic at d'investissement, le degre de 
transnationalite se situe dans la majeure partie des cas a  un niveau de deux 
pays par pro jet. 
Le degre de transnat ional1te,par a111eurs, n·augmente  que tres peu  en 
incluant les 1nvest1sseurs non-membres de l'association. 
Le nombre moyen d'investisseurs s'eleve a  3,5 par pro jet. 
Le  synd1cat  le plus petit est de deux membres et le  syndicat le plus grand 
regroupe cinq membres. 
- 35  -8.LES  PROJEIS 
a) Les secteurs Jodust[]els et l'emploJ 
En regroup ant  les 22 pro jets proposes par pays et par secteur d·act 1vites, 
selon la classification retenue par l' EVCA dans son  ..  Yearbook  ..  86) nous 
obtenons le resultat su1vant: 
PAYS  COMP  BlOT  IND  EN  COMM  AUT  CONS  AGR  OTN  MED 
BELGIQUE  1 
R F ALLEMANDE  1  1 
FRANCE  1  1  1  1 
IRLANDE  1 
I  TAL IE  1  1  1 
LUXEMBOURG  1 
PAYS  BAS  1 
ROYAUME  UNI  5  1  1  1  1 
NOMBRE  6  3  3  2  1  3  1  1  1  1 
Valeur  en  MECU  21.75  9.69  6.25  2.21  3.20  4.47  1.00  1.04  0.87  6.30 
Su1vant  le  graph1que c1-apres nous voyons r1mportance relat1ve des 
secteurs en cause  et une nette predomlnance des secteurs: 
..  Ordinateur ..  <COMP)) "B1otechnologie  ..  (BlOT) et  .. Produ1ts lndustriels (I NO). 
lmP-ortonce en voleur des P-rojets P-8r  secteur 
OTN  AGR 
- 36  -
AGR  : Agr1cultureo 
BlOT  : B1oteochno1og1eo 
COMM  : Commun1c~tions 
(T~l~com.  compris~s) 
COMP  : En  rapport avec 
l'ordinatE>ur 
CONS  : En  rapport avec 
leo  consommateur 
EN: Energ1e, ressources 
naturE>lles 
IND  : Produ1ts 1ndustr1els 
MED  :En rapport avec 
la medecine 











56.78 Suivant  le tableau c1-apres , la compara1son - en valeurs- avec les chiffres 
pour la totalite des activltes de  "Venture Capital" recensees par l'EVCA 
dans son" Yearbook 86  ··  < a  titre ouremeot }odjcat)f puisqu'il s'agit des 
invest issements  1985), nous remarquons que les 22 pro_jets en cause 
representent seulement 2,2 %de l'ensemble des activltes" Venture Capital" 
reprises dans le Yearbook  1986 de  l'EVCA et 6,4% au niveau du secteur 
"COMP ". 
Ces resultats prouvent a  l'ev1dence la faiblesse des operations de  ..  Venture 
Capital" qu1  se  font a  l'heure actuelle sur une base transnat1onale. 
·- - .. 
SECTEUR  Projets  INVEST  = 100  Subv.CEC  EMPLOI  100  COMMUNAUTE  :100 
Iecu  1985 
AGR  1  1040  1.83  200  12  0.71  117711  4.56 
AUT  3  4473  7.87  485  102  6.04  62254  2.41 
BlOT  3  9687  17.06  600  376  22.28  82857  3.21 
COMM  2  3196  5.62  400  36  2.13  190780  7.39 
COMP  5  21747  38.30  998  497  29.46  340226  13.19 
CONS  1  1000  1.76  200  15  0.88  345573  13.40 
EN  2  2208  3.88  319  63  3.73  124497  4.82 
IND  3  6250  11.00  600  465  27.56  628230  24.36 
MED  1  6300  11.09  200  105  6.22  130989  5.07 
OTN  1  873  1.53  100  16  0.94  555565  21.54 
Totaux  22  56774  100.00  4102  1687  100.00  2578682  100.00 
Le graphique c1-apres concernant  J'emploi <en tetes)  lie aces 22 pro jets, 
montre un gllssement net du secteur" COMP"  en faveur du secteur" Produits 
industr1els  "(  INO), les autres  secteurs conservant plus ou mains la meme 
relation au niveau du capital invest1 qu'au niveau de  1'empo1. 




- 37  -Toutes les entreprises concernees font appel a  de nouvelles technologies, 
soit qu'elles soient le resultat de leurs propres recherches, solt qu'elles 
soient appllquees d'une  fa<;on originale. 
Deux secteurs de pointe  :"Computer"  C COMP) et  " Biotechnolog1e" ( BlOT) 
constituent  en valeur  55 rode l'ensemble des dossiers examines et 
representent 8 cas. 
b) Le stade de developpemeot et la ta11le des eotrepr1ses: 
En regroupant les  18 pro jets  en portefeu111e ,su1vant les pays 
d'implantatlon, nous obtenons la presentation su1vante: 
Nation a II  t y  INV  CEC  Pers.  GEARING  CEC 
Kecu 
Belgique  4533  200  36  22.66 
Rep  Fed  All  2568  319  63  8.05 
France  5313  400  324  13.28 
Irlande  3145  300  76  10.48 
Ita  I i e  2840  600  52  4.73 
Luxembourg  3698  200  150  18.49 
Pays  bas  1979  185  18  10.69 
Grande  Bretagne  14255  1100  483  12.95 
Totaux:  38331  3304  1202  11.60 
Le total investi s'eleve a  38,3 millions d'Ecu et represente un emplo1  de 
1.202 tetes. 
Sachant que  11  entrepr1ses (des  18 en portefeu11le) ont ete fondees  en  t  983 
ou apres et 4 d'entre elles  de  1981 a 1982, nous pouvons conclure que  Je 
portefeuille d'investissements se compose de jeunes entreprlses de 
moyenne et petite taille avec des chiffres d'affaires par entreprise var1ant 
entre 400.000 a  23.000.000 d'ECUs.  (Le chiffre d'affa1res moyen des  18 
entreprises en portefeuille s·etablit a  5.500.000 ECUs.) 
Dans 4 cas sur les  18,  11  s'agtt d'entrepr1ses ayant demarre mo1ns d'un an 
avant l'obtent1on definitive de la subvention, en d'autres mots,  11  s'agtt  de 
veri tables " start-ups ". 
- 38  -9 L'EFFET  DE  "GEARING  ..  DES  SUBVENTIONS  CEC 
Nous constatons aussi  dans le tableau precedent que  l'effet de" geanng" 
des subventions CEE varie d'un multiplicateur 23 <Belgique) a  5 (ltalie) et 
qu'il est  de presque  12 en moyenne,  le graphique ci-dessous illustrant  ce 
phenomene. 
Ceci  ne concerne bten sur que les besoins de fonds propres.  11  s'ajoute en 
plus un effet de levter ( dtfftc11ement mesurable ) concret1se par racces 
plus atse a  d'autres sources de  ftnancement add1t1onnelles comme rem1ss1on 
d'obligations, les prets parttcipatifs, les apports en comptes courants 
d'assoc1es, etc. 
(Gearing CCE  ) 
Belgique  (23) 
Rep Fed  A  11  (8) 
France  ( 13) 
lrlande  ( 1  0) 
Ita  lie  (5) 
Luxembourg  ( 1  B) 
Pays bas  ( 1  0) 
Gran  de Bretagne  ( 13) 
( Kecu)  o  5000  10000  15000 
- Subvention CEE 
II I nvesti sse me nts total 
- 39  -10  CONClUSIONS  ET  RECOMMANDATIONS 
Le  programme pilate a grandement encourage des investissements 
transnat1onaux oar synd1cats et Ia contr1but1on de  Ia  CEE a eu un effet eleve 
de" gearing".  La lenteur constatee dans  !'approbation des premiers pro jets 
refletalt Ia necessite pour les socfetes partic1pantes de rechercher avec 
grand so in les investissements potentiels. i 1  a aussi clairement demontre 
l'effet d'entra1nement d'une telle action puisqu'aucune autre source de 
f1nancement ne lui etait substituable. 
Le principe du " premier venu, premier servi " a ete adopte dans la procedure 
d'approbat1on ma1s,  J'app1lcat1on de ce prtncipe pourralt  s'averer dlfficile 
dans  le cas ou plusieurs demandes parviendraient  en meme temps.  En 
pareilles circonstances des criteres additionnels devront etre etablis tels 
que le degre d'innovat1on < coherence)}  la phase du financement, l'importance 
de  la  transnational ite et le nombre de membres du syndicat. 
La question d'1nvestir dans des societes concurrentes s'est egalement 
presentee dans le plan pllote. La pratique professionnelle tend a preconiser 
J'investissement dans chacune de ces entrepnses ma1s  les serv1ces de  Ia 
Commission ont exprime un point de vue different. Le pro jet p1lote  devra1t 
en  tenir compte et il faudrait etablir des regles claires pour gerer cette 
situation. 
11  avait ete agree que  la subvention CEE  n'interviendrait qu'en 
accompagnement  lors de  Ia  levee de nouveaux capitaux  propres que l1e  que 
soit la phase de financement dans laquelle se trouve l'entreprise 
beneficiaire. II existe une tendance croissante oour les soc1etes 
1nnovatr1ces d'avotr recours a  des flnancements de plus grande envergure 
que par le passe.  11  faudra  done  tenir compte de cette situtation nouvelle et 
augmenter Ia subvention maxi male actuelle de 200.000 ECU a, disons, au 
moins 300.000 ECU par pro jet. 
Le role du Comtte D1recteur a d1mtnue en 1mportance une fo1s  le pro jet 
pilote mis sur pieds. Le secretariat de  1'  EVCA et les services de  Ia 
Commission procedant directement a  I' evaluation de  l'e 11gib1llte des 
propositions. Cependant,  un Comlte D1recteur s'averera1t fort utlle pour 
trancher les cas de 1  icats ( fonct ion d'arbltrage ) et aussi pour se prononcer 
sur toutes les evo Jut tons futures concernant  Venture Consort. 
- 40  -En  resume~ le pro jet pilate demontre a  l'evidence  que  " VENTURE  CONSORT  ·· 
a ple1nement reuss1  comme catalysateur pour encourager les synd1cats 
transnat1onaux. Le principe de- se baser sur la bonne diligence< " due 
diligence  II  )  des investisseurs de capital a  risque et sur leur propre prise de 
partlcipation dans les  1nvestissement a prouve etre un moyen eff1cace 
d'assurer un flux de projets valables. 
La presse et r EVCA se nrent l'echo d'1nqu1etudes concernant  les rands 
limites mis a  disposition pour le projet pilate et les problemes d'allocation 
de nouvelles ressources tirees du budget  CEE.  Ceci  a resulte dans un 
ralentissement des  demandes mais malgre tout1 il existe actuellement cinq 
pro jets en  attente de financement et un interet prononce pour la 
consolidation et la continuat1on de  Venture Consort continue a  se 
manifester. 
L'EVCA recommande done  avec  insistance que des fonds supplementa1res 
soient degages et que toute extension de  ce pro jet pilote puisse retenir la 
fac1lite d'operat1on et ses caracterist1ques actuelles n1oyennant les 
ameliorations suggerees ct-dessus. 
- 41  -APPENDICES 
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- 43  -NR  IHVESTEE  H  tm'  Investor 
1 Intrepo  Systems  IE  Scfinnova 
1  1\ I  t a Berke I  e  y 
1  Development  DCC 
2 Damon  Biotech  UK  1\dvent  UK 
2  Advent  BE 
2  SOl-a 
2  M'AUI 
2  Ad'llent  Tokyo 
2  Advent  lnt  US~ 
3 European  Silicon  LU  Advent  UI 
3  Advent  BE 
3  OranJe  Nassau 
3  TVM 
3  Alpha  Ass 
3  Four  Seasons 
~ P(YI.Ier  Ccmpact  FR  Soflneti 
4  Fi novectron 
4  Flnovelec 
4  IVCP  ..  ())arter 
5 I  11C  I\ cry I  guss  DE  IVCP 
5  TIG 
6 Nava  Lei sure  IT  Euro  Venca 
6  Euroventures 
7 Dillon  Techn  Ul  Barons:nead 
7  Three  i  Eire 
7  Clarion  Property 
7  Invest  Eire 
8 Innogenetlcs  BE  GIMV 
8  Alta  Berkeley 
8  Alta  Berkeley  Eurof 
9 Advent  Systems  UI  Oakland 
9  Gi lde 
10  Telebearn  Int  UI  BBHO  Baring 
10  Advent  UI 
10  Oakland 
10  Neu  Europa 
11  Ialamazoo  FR  API\  FR 
11  API\  UI 
11  APA  USA 
12  Rase  Ltd  m:  BBHQ  Baring 
12  NESBJC 
13  Noctech  lE  Deve 1  opment  DCC 
13  Alta  Berke 1  ey 
13  Jnovelf 
14  Bionics  Ind  Automat  NL  Gil de 
14  NMB 
14  Three  I 
16  oos  DE  Neu  Europa 
16  Paribas  Tech 
17  Neurotech  UI  BBHO  Bar lng 
NAT  MNR  1\cty  tot.Inv. 
FR  48  Mrr  345000 
UK  113 
IE  66 
UK  111  BlOT  2353500 
BE  1 
UK 
UI  112 
JP 
us 
Ul  111  COMP  3697980 
BE  1 
NL  96 
DE  58 
UI 
SE 
FR  46  IND  1470000 
FR  35 
FR  36 
LU  81 
FR  32 
LU  81  IND  1160000 
DE  57 
IT  72  CONS  1000000 
NL  86 




BE  9 BlOT  4533333 
UI  113 
Ul 
UI  132  COMP  883064 
NL  87 
Ul  115  COMM  1696000 
UI  111 
UI  132 
DE  55 
FR  30  COMP  3843242 
UJ:  112 
us 
UK  115  1\UT  2149000 
NL  92 
IE  66  BlOT  2800000 
UK  113 
FR  39 
NL  87  At.rr  1979000 
NL  93 
UK 
DE  55  EN  1408450 
FR  43 
ur:  115  11ED  6300000 
- 45  -
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EEC  Grant  founded  Pers  T/Over  Date  j 
100000  83  36  2150  E 
200000  81  300  5500  E 
200000  85  150  2100  e 
200000  83  40  400  e 
200000  81  25  5200  E 
200000  85  15  6000  E 
100000  83  16  3500  E 
200000  85  36  1300  e 
200000  84  10  5775  8 
200000  83  ..  21945  8 
82 
200000  82  284  23000  e 
200000  84  48  6391  8 
200000  79  40  7380  8 
185000  81  18  444  8 
119078  78  38  3019  8 
200000  65  105  2600  8 NR  INVESTEE  N  NTY  Investor  NAT  MNR  Acty  tot.Inv.  EEC  Grant  Founded  Pers  T/Over  Date  1 
17  Advent  ur:  UK  111 
17  Charter  FR  32 
17  APA  UK  UK  112 
17  Development  DCC  IE  66 
17  Three  I Eire  IE 
21  Easy  IT  Euro  Venca  IT  72  EN  800000  200000  83  25  1200 
21  Finnova  IT  73 
21  BBHO  Baring  UK  115 
22  Green  Has  Italia  IT  Euro  Venca  IT  72  AGR  1040000  200000  83  12  1500 
22  Finnova  IT  73 
22  Euroventures  NL  86 
18  38331569  3304078  1202  99404 
15  A  N UI  Citicorp  UI  118  COMP  11745000  200000  86  30  6400 
15  N  Gi Ide  NL  87 
15  N  CIN  NL 
15  N  Prudential  UK 
18  B  N  UK  Three  I  UK  COMP  1578150  198000  85  23  2655 
18  N  SDA  UK 
18  N  NMB  NL  93 
19 c  N  DE  Neu  Europa  DE  55  IND  3620000  200000  75  400  12409 
19  N  WFG  DE  59 
19  N  BBHO  Baring  UK  115 
19  N  Equity  Capital  ECI  UK  122 
20D  N  fR  APA  FR  fR  30  COMM  1500000  200000  82  32  2270 
20  N  Flnovectron  FR  35 
20  N  Gi Ide  NL  87 
-4  18443150  798000  485  23734 
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CONTRACT 
between 
THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY 
and 
THE  EUROPEAN  VENTURE  CAPITAL  ASSOCIATION 
and 
The  European  Economic  Community,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  "the 
Community",  represented  by  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  "the  Commission",  represented 
for  the  purposes  of  this  contract  by  Mr.  R.  K.  Appleyard, 
Director-General for the Information  ~larket and  Innovation 
of the one part 
and the European Venture Capital  Association 
with its registered place of business in/at 
Clos du  Parnasse llF 
1040  Brussels  (Belgium) 
hereinafter referred  to as  "EVCA",  represented  for  the purpose of this 
contract by 
Mr.  Richard A.  Onians,  Chairman of the Board of Directors 
Mr.  Robert A.  Ceurvorst,  Secretary-General 
of the other part, 
and 
with its registered place of business at 
hereinafter  referred  to  as  "VCC'',  represented  for  the  purpose  of this 
contract by 
of the other part, 
HAVE  AGREED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
- 47  -PREAMBLE 
(A)  By  a  contract  dated  14th  December,  1984  between  the  Commission 
and  the  EVCA  ("the  EVCA  Contract"),  the  Commission  agreed  to 
make  certain  financial  contributions  available  to  members  of  the 
EVCA  upon  the  terms  set  out  in  the  EVCA  Contract  a  copy  of 
which is attached  to this  Contract. 
(B)  VCC  is  a  full  member  of  the  EVCA  and  syndicate  leader  and  the 
Commission  has  agreed  to  make  funds  available  to  the  syndicate 
pursuant to the  EVCA  Contract. 
The  Commission,  EVCA  and  VCC  AGREE  AS  FOLLOWS:-
1.  Definitions 
In this Contract the  following  expressions have the  following  meanings: 
"ECU" 
"Market  Value" 
"Investment" 
"Project" 
European  Currency  Unit  whose value is published 
daily in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities; 
a  value  arrived at in  accordance  with  Clause  8  (a) 
and  (b) 
the purchase of or subscription  for equity share 
capital in  an  enterprise undertaking a  Project;  and 
the starting up or expansion  of a  small  or 
medium-sized  enterprise having its place or places 
of business  wholly  or  mainly  v..rithin  the  European 
Community. 
- 48-2.  Eligibility  Criteria 
The  allocation  of funds  out of the  Commission's  financial  contribution  is 
wholly  within  the  discretion  of  the  Commission. 
discretion the Commission  will  have  regard to: 
a)  The degree of innovation in the  Project. 
In  exercising  its 
b)  Whether the project is performed  within  the European Economic 
Community. 
c)  The extent to which  the project involves expansion into more than 
one Member  state of the European  Communities. 
d)  Whether the project is financed  by a  transnational venture 
capital syndicate;  if,  however,  the syndicate is not transnational, 
whether the project has transnational aspects. 
e)  Whether the project aims  at promoting the national  development of 
an innovative enterprise.  In this case,  whether the project is 
financed  by a  transnational venture capital syndicate. 
f)  Exceptionally,  and if it meets the above criteria,  whether the project 
contains marketing activities in third countries.  In this case, 
the  following  three conditions must be fulfilled:  the project 
creates jobs within  the  EEC,  the profits are  repatriated to the 
EEC,  and the production capacity  remains in the EEC. 
3.  Requests for  Allocations 
(a)  vee may  request  on behalf of a  syndicate  allocations of funds by 
means of an  application in  the  form  set out in  Schedule 1. 
(b)  The  syndicate leader must  take the  application  on  behalf of the 
syndicate,  the  names of all  the  syndicate  members  must  appear in 
the application. 
- 49  -(c)  The  amount  applied  for  must  normally  be a  minimum  of between 
50,000  ECU  and  a  maximum  of 200,000  ECU. 
(d)  For a  maximum  of up  to three cases,  the  financial  contribution of 
the  Commission  shall  reach  the  level  of  300.000  ECU  for 
investments  made  in  the  initial  capitalisation  of  newly  created 
venture  capital  funds  in  countries  where  the  industry  is  less 
developed. 
(e)  The  amount applied  for  must  not exceed  30%  of the total of the new 
equity share capital being invested in the  Project. 
(f)  Requests  for  allocations under this contract must be  received by 
EVCA  not later than  15th  November,  1986. 
4.  Approval Procedure 
(a)  VCC  must  send applications  made  under this Contract to EVCA  for 
the  attention of the Secretary-General  who is  responsible for 
ensuring that each application is considered by EVCA  and the 
Commission  and  that vee is notified of approval or rejection. 
(b)  The  application  form  will  be  submitted  by the  EVCA  to the 
Commission  which has  10  working days to take  a  decision on the 
eligibility of the Project.  In  case no  decision is taken within  10 
working days of submission to the  Commission,  the Project is 
eligible; 
A  special Steering Committee,  consisting of some Members of the 
EVCA  Doard of Directors,  vtill  advise the  Commission  on the 
desirability of the  grant;  r.1embers  will  have the opportunity of 
presenting their  Projects at  the  meetinr;s  of the Steering 
Committee; 
Within  5  working days after receipt  of the opinion of EVCA,  the 
Commission  will  take  a  decision  concerning the  grant;  if no 
decision is taken,  this will  be considered  as positive. 
-50-(c)  VCC  shall prepare applications in  the English language and  any 
other language reasonably  requested by the  Commission. 
5.  Drawdown 
(a)  After an  application by VCC  has been approved  by the 
Commission,  VCC  may  by letter or telex  addressed to the 
Commission request  drawdown of the funds  in one or more 
tranches. 
(b)  Funds  shall be drawn  down in EeUs  and  paid into such  ECU 
bank account  as vee requests. 
(c)  After drawdown vee may  convert the EeUs into another currency 
or currencies in order to  make  the Investment. 
(d)  The period between  drawdown  and  making the  Investment  cannot 
exceed three  months.  During this period,  vee may invest the 
funds  as it sees fit  and  may  retain  for the first  month  any interest 
earned.  If the period between  drawdown and  making the 
investment exceeds  one  month,  vee must  pay to the  Commission 
interest  at the rate prevailing in the market  for three month  money 
at the date of repayment  for the period exceeding one month after 
draw  down to investment. 
(e)  If after drawing down  funds vee is unable  to  make  the Investment 
on the terms  approved within  three months'  vee must  repay the 
funds  drawn  down  in EeUs plus interest at the rate prevailing in 
the market  for  three month  money  at  the date of repayment in 
respect of the period from  draw  down  to repayment. 
6.  Investments 
(a)  vee may invest together  with  the other syndicate  members  any 
funds  allocated pursuant  to this  Contract upon  such terms and 
conditiOJls  as it  sees fit  provided: 
- 51  -(1)  investment is  made  in conformity  with  the  Project  previously 
approved by the  Commission;  and 
(2)  realisation of the Investment is expected  within  7  years. 
(b)  Within  one  month  of the completion  of each  Investment  VCC  must 
provide a  certificate to the  Commission  via EVCA  signed by an 
independent person such as  VCC's auditors stating that the 
Investment  has been made in  accordance  with the approved 
application. 
(c)  The  Commission  of the European  Communities or any  person 
authorised by the  Commission  and the Court of Auditors of the 
European  Communities  have the right to inspect  all  documents 
relating to Investments and the proper progress of the project. 
7.  Reports 
(a)  VCC  must  supply  EVCA  with  the  following  reports: 
within  one  month  of completing an  Investment,  a  statement of the 
name  and address  of the in  vestee and the amount invested; 
within  two  months of each anniversary of the  Investment,  a 
report  on the current progress of the Investment; 
within  one  month  a  certificate  from  VCC's  auditors in  accordance 
with  paragraph  (6 )b; 
(b)  EVCA  must  supply the  Commission  with  a  general yearly progress 
report  within  two  months  of each  calendar year-end  and  with  any 
other information it may  require to  monitor  the  progress of the 
Scheme. 
All  the  reports  provided  by  vee  and  EVCA  under  this  Clause  will  be 
the  property of the  Commission. 
- 52  -8.  Realisation 
(a)  If an  Investment or part of an  Investment is realised  within  seven 
years of completion  (or after a  shorter or longer period approved 
in writing between the Commission  and vee) and if the after-tax 
amount  realised by vee in  respect of the  relevant  Investment or 
the part thereof 
i) is less than or equal to the relevant Investment or the part 
thereof: 
VCC  must  repay to the  Commission  such percentage of the 
after-tax amount  as is equal to the percentage of the 
Investment represented by the funds provided by  the 
Commisson; 
ii) is larger than  the relevant  Investment or the part thereof: 
vee must  repay the  Commission  the funds  originally provided 
by it plus half of the net  gain that would  have accrued  to the 
Commission in respect of the percentage of the Investment 
represented by the funds  provided by the  Commission. 
The  amount  to  be  repaid  shall  be  converted  into  ECUs  at  the  rate  of 
exchange applicable at the date of repayment. 
(b)  If an investment has not been realised after seven years (or after 
a  shorter or longer period approved in writing between the 
eommisslon  of the European  Communities and VCC),  the Commission 
may  require VCC  to carry out  a  valuation  of the  Investment  at 
vee's expense to establish the Market Value of the investee 
company's equity  shares at that time. 
If the  Commission  disagrees  with the valuation it may  nominate and 
pay for an independent  person  to carry out a  valuation the  result 
of which  will  be binding.  vee must  then  repay  the  Commission  in 
the same manner as in paragraph  (a)  above as  though  a  realisation 
had been  made  at the  Market  Value. 
-53-(c)  EVCA  shall fulfill  a  general  supervjsory and  monitoring  function  in 
the administration  of this contract and  acts  as  an interface between 
the  Commission  and  VCC. 
In accordance  with  article 7b,  EVCA  will  also supply the 
Commission  with  a  yearly progress report  within  two  months of 
each year-end. 
(d)  For the tasks referred  to in  article 8 (c) ,  EVCA  will  be entitled to 
a  management  fee  equal to  1%  of all payments due to the 
Commission under this  Contract,  payable in  accordance  with  clause 
8(e). 
(e)  Payments  made  under this Contract  shall be in  ECUs  and  VCC 
shall pay: 
- 99%  thereof to the  Commission  at account  0050/0006-5  DGXIII  A  -
Reemploi  -7520- with  the  Caisse d'Epargne de l'Etat  du 
Luxembourg, 
- and  1%  to EVCA  at account  310-0496650-96  with  Banque  Bruxelles 
Lambert,  Brussels,  Belgium. 
9.  Non-Performance,  Breach  and  Delay 
(a)  If no funds  have been drawn  down pursuant to this  Contract by 
9th December,  1986  this  Contract shall terminate  automatically. 
(b)  If VCC invests funds other than in accordance  with  Clause 6  it 
must  on demand  repay the funds  to the  Commission  in  ECUs  at  the 
rate of exchange applicable  when  the  funds  were  drawn  down  plus 
interest at the  rate prevailing in  the  market for three month  money 
at the  date of repayment in  respect of the period  from  the date of 
draw  down  to the date  of repayment. 
(c)  If EVCA  and/or VCC  fail  to  fulfil  any  of their obligations under 
this  Contract,  and if no  action  has been  taken by the  EVCA  and I 
or vee within  15  days after receipt  of formal  notification  by 
registered letter,  the  Commission  may,  without  prejudice  to any 
effect  of  the  law  of  contract,  automatically  rescind  or  annul  this 
Contract  without  legal proceedings and  may  apply  the rules set out 
in clause 9(b). 
- 54  -10.  Risk  and  Liability 
Every investment is  made  at the risk  of VCC  and  other  members  of 
the  syndicate  so  that  no  liability  shall  fall  upon  either  EVCA  or 
the  Commission  beyond  the  amount  of  the  funds  provided  under 
this Contract. 
EVCA  and  VCC  shall  have  sole  liability  for  any  damage  to  third 
parties,  inclhding  their  employees,  resulting  from  performance  of 
this  Contract.  They  shall  be  directly  reponsible  for  paying 
compensation  awards  and  shall  hold  the  Community  and  persons 
involved  in  the  performance  of  the  Contract  indemnified  against 
any  legal  proceedings  for  conpensation  for  the  said  damage  which 
could be brought against the  Community. 
11.  Taxation 
Neither  EVCA  nor  the  Commission  shall  be  liable  for  any  tax  or 
duty payable in respect of any  Investment or realisation thereof. 
12.  Governing  Law 
This  contract  shall  be  construed  in  accordance  with  the  law  of 
Belgium  and  the  parties  submit  to  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Brussels 
Courts. 
- 55  -13.  Supervision of the Contract 
The  following  persons  shall  be  authorised  to  superYise  the 
performance  of  this  Contract,  and  any  relevant  correspondence 
shall be addressed to them. 
For the  Commission:  Mr.  Hermann  Burgard 
and by delegation:  ~.1r.  Rene  Guth 
For the VCC: 
For the EVCA:  Mr.  Robert  A.  Ceurvorst 
and by delegation:  Mr.  Philippe  Roelandt 
14.  Variations or additions to the  Contract 
Any  variation  or  addition  to  the  provisions  of  this  Contract  must 
be  agreed  in  writing  between  authorised  representatives  of  all 
contracting parties. 
15.  Annexes  which  form  an integral part of this Contract 
- Copy of the EVCA  Contract 
- Schedule  1  - Form  of Application 
- 56  -IN  WITNESS  WHEREOF  this  Contract  has  been  signed  by  the  duly 
authorised  representatives of the parties. 
Done in Brussels in  copies in the English language. 
For the contractor(s):  For the  Community: 
Raymond  K.  Appleyard 
For the EVCA: 
Richard  A.  Onians 
Robert  A.  Ceurvorst 
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APPENDICES 
ANNEXES 
I I I 
EVCA/CEC  INNOVATION  FINANCE  SCHE~1E 1985  - APPLICATION 
FACT  SHEET 
(Note:  This  Fact  Sheet  must  be  accompanied  by  full  supporting 
documentation  in  accordance  with  the  rules  of  the  scheme  and 
confirmation  that  the  Venture  Capital  Companies  concerned  have 
authorised their investment as outlined in 7  below). 
1. Sponsoring Venture Capital  Company(ies)  (Name  and Address) 
In  case  of  a  Syndicate,  the  Sponsoring  member  must  be  a  Full 
Member  of EVCA.  Other  members  of the  Syndicate  must  preferably  be 
Full  r\1er.1bers  of EVCA  or  at  least  Associate  Members  having their place 
of business and location  within  the EEC. 
2.  Contact  (name of individual and telephone number) 
3. Proposed In  vestee Company(ies)  (Name  and Address) 
Indicate size of the Company(ies) by: 
- total staff employed  full-time 
- total net asset  value in  ECU 
- 59  -4.  Ownership of In  vestee Company(ies) 
5.  Nature of Business 
6.  Total  Finance Required  (in  ECUs)  and  Purpose 
7.  Scheme  Criteria  (brief statement of why  the project is eligible) 
a)  The degree of innovation in the Project. 
b)  The project  must be performed  within the European  Economic 
Community. 
c)  The extent to which the project involves expansion into more  than 
one Member state of the European  Communities. 
d)  The project  should preferably be financed by a  transnational venture 
capital syndicate;  if,  however,  the syndicate is not transnational, 
the project  must  have transnational aspects. 
e)  The project  could  also aim  at promoting the national  development of 
an innovative enterprise.  In this case,  the project  must  be financed 
by a  transnational venture capital  syndicate. 
f)  Exceptionally,  and if it  meets the  Above  criteria,  the project  may 
contain  marketing activities in third countries.  In  this case,  the 
following  three  conditions  must be fulfilled:  the project createR 
jobs  within  the  EEC,  the profits are repAtriated to the EEC,  and 
the production  capacity  remains in  the  EEC. 
- 60 8.  Proposed  Allocation  of Equity Funding 
(to justify amount  requested from  CEC) 
9.  Amount  Requested from  CEC  (in  ECUs) 
In case of acceptance,  remittance to be made to 
account n° .................................... 
with ..........................................  . 
of  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10.  CEC  Approval 
10.1 Eligibility:  ..................................... 
Date Submitted:  ..................................... 
Date Approved:  ..................................... 
10.2 EVCA  Opinion:  ..................................... 
Date Submitted:  ..................................... 
Date Approved:  ..................................... 
10.3  CEC  Approval: 
Date Submit ted:  ..................................... 
Date Approved:  ..................................... 
- 61  -11.  Facility Letter to certify that the investment has been  made. 
To be forwarded  no later than one  month  after completion  of the 
investment,  by your Auditors or Lawyers: 
N arne  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Address  ••••.••••.••.••••••.••••.•.....••.••...•...••.•..•.•••• 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
12.  Attached:  Supporting Application 
(This  should  either  be  the  VCC 's  internal  proposal  or  a  separate 
memorandum.  The  application  must  include  at  least  the  following 
information: 
- Introduction 
- Description of Business including a  technology  /innovation  assessment 
- Market assessment 
- Identification of industrial partner (if appropriate) 
- Summary of business plan,  including strategy and  financial  forecasts 
- Financial Data - balance sheet,  historic trading results  (if 
appropriate) 
- Summary 
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ANNEXES  IV 
EVCA  CODE  OF  CONDUCT 
I.  l\·1embership  of  EVCA  implies  support  of  venture  capital 
development,  advancement  of technology  and  productivity,  the  creation 
of entrepreneurial opportunity in the European  Economic  Community  as a 
means  of  financing  innovation  and  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises 
that  have  a  significant  growth  potential  in  terms  of  products, 
technology,  business concepts and  services. 
II.  Members  will  conduct  their business  in  a  responsible  way  and  ·will 
not  engage  in  practices  which  would  be  damaging  to  the  image  and 
interests of the venture  capital industry. 
III.  Members  will  assure  a  high  standard  of  their  investment  portfolio 
and  v.ill  avoid  financing  enterprises or  participating in  activities  which 
are  hostile  to  these  goals.  They  will  take  a  long  term  view  of  the 
economy  and  venture  capital industry  to  build  value  over  a  period  of 
time,  rather than to engage in  short-term  speculations. 
IV.  Each  member  shall  promote  and  maintain  ethical  standards  of 
conduct  and  deal  fairly  and  honestly  with  all business concerns  seeking 
its  assistance,  with  all  companies  to  or  with  whom  it  makes  loans  or 
investments,  and  with  all other venture capital companies. 
V.  Members  will  undertake  not  to  disclose  to  third  parties  any  confi-
dential  financial  or  technical  information  acquired  in  the  ·course  of 
negotiations  with  potential investees,  or in  the  course of business  with 
investees,  unless  they  have  received  explicit  permission  for  such 
disclosure. 
VI.  No  member  shall  malign,  defame  or  unfairly  criticize  any  other 
member in any dealings with proposed client companies or otherwise. 
VII.  No  venture  capital  fund  may  be  used  to  promote  the  welfare  or 
assist its directors,  managers,  employees,  nominees  and  representatives 
except  insofar  as  they  benefit  from  the  success  of  the  fund  according 
to established compensation and profit sharing contracts. 
VIII.  When  two  or  more  members  participate  in  loans  or  investments, 
the  sponsoring  member  and  all  other  participating  members  shall  make 
full  disclosures  of  all  facts  known  to  them  about  the  proposed  client 
company  and  all  relationships  between  the  proposed  client  company,  its 
managers,  directors,  stockholders,  employees,  nominees  or  represen-
tatives. 
IX.  Members  will  not accept  subscribed investment  capital in their funds 
from  unspecified  sources  ana  will  not  represent  major  "blind"  pools  of 
capital. 
- 63  -X.  Members  will  be  accountable  to  their  investors  with  fully  disclosed 
operating and financial  reports. 
XI.  No  member  will  take  advantag-e  of its  position in the EVCA  or abuse 
any information addressed to the EVCA. 
XII.  Unethical  conduct  will  be  deemed  to  include  any  evasive  de·vice 
intended  to  conceal  non-compliance  with  the  Code  of  Conduct  and  any 
regulations enacted by the  Professional Standnrds  Committee,  designated 
by the Board  of Directors of the  EVCA,  for its enforcement. 
X III.  ~I  embers  will  abide  by  the  Code  of  Conduct  and  all  rulings  and 
regulations  issued  by  the  Profes~:ional  Standards  Committee  designated 
by the  EVCA  Board  of Directors. 
Each  member  shall  require its  directors,  managers,  employees,  nominees 
and representatives to abide by the  same  rules. 
- 64  -MEMBERSHIP 
FULL  (;JCmbership  of  the  European  Association  is  open  to  private 
individuals,  corporations,  partnerships  and  associations  who  can  prove 
substantial  activity  in  the  manag·pment  of  venture  capital  funds  for 
innovation  financing  within  the  European  Economic  Community,  and 
adhere to the  EVCA  Code of Conduct. 
ASSOCIATE  membership  is  open  to  venture  capital  investors  located 
outside  the  EEC  and  to  persons  or  org-anisations  representing  special 
interest  groups  that  can influence the  development  of venture  capital in 
Europe  (e.g.  banks,  accountants,  brokers,  consultantR,  etc.) 
memb2 
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ANNEXES  IV 
CODE  DE  DEONTOLOGIE 
I.  L'affiliation  A  l'EVCA  implique  1e  soutien  au  developpement  du 
capital-risque,  la  promotion  de  la  technologie  et  de  la  productivite,  la 
creation  de  possibilites  d'entreprendre  au  sein  de  Ia  Communautc 
Economique  Europeenne  comme  secteur de  financement  de  )'innovation  et 
des  petites  et  moyennes  entreprise  qui  disposent  d'un  important 
potentiel  de  croissance  en  termes  de  produits,  de  technologie,  de 
projets commerciaux et de services. 
II.  Les  membres  veilleront  A assurer  une  gestion  responsable  de  leurs 
affaires  et  ne  recourront  pas  ~  des  pratiques  qui  pourraient  nuire  a 
l'image et aux interets de l'industrie du capital-risque. 
III.  Les  membres  s'assureront  que  leur  portefeuille  d'investissement 
repond  A  des  criteres  de  qualit~  et  eviteront  de  financer  des 
entreprises ou  de participer A des activites contraire  A ces  objectifs.  Ils 
acquerront  une  vue  li  long  terme  de  l'economie  et  de  l'inoustrie  du 
capital-risque  pour assurer des  plus-values  6  long  terme  plutot  que  de 
se lancer dans des speculations  l  court termes. 
IV.  Chaque  membre  developpera  et  maintiendra  des  normes  ethiques  de 
conduite  et  n6gociera  loyalement  et  honnetement  avec  toutes  les 
entreprises cornmerciales  qui solliciteront  son assistance,  avec toutes les 
societes  auxquelles il accordera  de  prets ou  dans  lesquelles i1  investira 
et avec toutes les aut  res societes de capital-risque. 
V.  Les  membres  s'engageront  l1  ne  divulguer  8  des  tiers  aucune 
information  confidentielle  financicre  ou  technique  dont  ils  auront  eu 
connaissance  durant  des  negociations  avec  des  beneficiaires  potentiels 
d'investissements  ou  au  cours  des  relations  d'affaires  avec  des 
beneficiaires  d'investissements  l  moins  qu'ils n'aient  recu  express~ment 
l'autorisation de les divulguer. 
VI.  A  ucun  membre  ne  calomniera,  ne  diffamera  ou  ne  critiquera 
dcloyalement  un  autre  membre  quel  qu'il  soit,  dans  ses  transactions 
avec des clients potentiels ou d'une autre maniere. 
VII.  Aucun  fonds  de capital-risque ne pourra ~tre utilise  pour aider ses 
directeurs,  administrateurs,  employes  et  representants  ou  en  accrottre 
le  bien-etre  8  moins  qu'ils  ne  beneficient  des  succes  des  placements 
conformement  l1  des  contrats  de  remuneration  et  de  participation  aux 
henefices dument etablis. 
VIII.  Si  deux  ou  plusieurs  membres  participent  A des  prets  ou  A  des 
investissements,  le  chef  de  file  et  tous les  aut res  membres  participants 
divulgueront  la  totalite  des  faits  dont ils  ont  connaissance  sur le  futur 
client  et  leurs  relations  entre  le  futur  client,  ses  administrateurs, 
directeurs,  actionnaires,  employes  ou  representants  avec  le  chef de  file 
et  autres  membres  participants  ou  l'un  de  leurs  administrateurs, 
directeurs,  actionnaires,  employes ou  repr~sentants. 
- 67  -IX.  Les  membres  n'accepteront  pas  dans  leurs  fonds  des  capitaux 
d'investissements  d'origine  indcterminee  et  ils  ne  representeront  pas 
d'importants  pools  de capitaux "occultes". 
X.  Les  membres  seront  responsables  vis a vis  de  leurs investisseurs  et 
seront  tenus  de  leur  communiquer  des  rapprots  d'exploitation  et  des 
rapports financiers  complets. 
XI.  Aucun  membre  ne tirera profit  de  sa  position  au  sein  de l'EVCA  ou 
n'abusera d'aucune information  adressee a l'EVCA. 
XII.  Toute  manoeuvre  tendant  a dissimuler  le  non-respect  du  Code  de 
Deontologie  et  de  tout  autre  rcglement  promulgue  par  le  Conseil 
d'  Administt•ation  de  l'EVCA  en  vue de  sa  mise  en  oeuvre sera consideree 
com me  une conduite contraire  b.  l'ethique de  la profession. 
XIII.  Les  membres  se  conformeront  au  Code  de  Deontologie  et a toutes 
les  regles  et  reglementations  arretees  par  la  Commission  d'Ethique 
Professionnelle designee par le  Conseil d'Administration  de l'EVCA. 
Ch&que  membre  exigera  de  ses  directeurs,  administrateurs,  employes  et 
representAnts qu'ils  se soumettent aux memes  regles. 
- 68  -AFFILIATIONS 
Peuvent  etre  membres  EFFECTIFS  de  !'European  Venture  Capital 
Association  les  personnes  physiques,  societe s,  cooperatives  et 
associations  qui  sont  h  r.1eme  de  fournir  la  preuve  d'une  activitc 
importante  dans  la  gestion  de  fonds  de  capital-risque  destines  au 
financement  de  1  'innovation  au  sein  de  la  Communaute  Economique 
europeenne et qui adherent au  Code de Deontologie  de l'EVCA. 
Peuvent  etre  membres  ADHERENTS  les  gestionnaires  de  capital-Iisque 
impla.ntcs  n l'exterieur  de  la  CEE  et  les  personnes  ou  organisations 
representant  un  groupement  d'interet  susceptible  d'influencer  le 
developpement  du  capital-risque  en  Europe  (p.ex.  banques,  experts 
comptables,  agents  de  change,  conseillers,  financiers,  etc.). 
- 69  -EVCA  MEMBERSHIP  - 1st December,  1986 
COtJNTRY  FULL  ASSOCIATE  TarAL 
Belgitnn  9  13  22 
Derunark  4 
")  6  "' 
France  19  4  23 
F.  R.  Gennany  5  5  10 
Greece  4  4 
Ireland  3  2  5 
Italy  8  3  11 
Luxembourg  1  1 
Netherlands  17  4  21 
Portugal  1  1 
Spain  3  4  7 
United Kingdan  22  8  30 
EEC  91  50  141 
Argentina  1  1 
Channel  Islands  1  1 
Finland  2  2 
Iceland  2  2 
Israel  1  1 
Norway  2  2 
Sweden  1  1 
Switzerland  6  6 
U.  S.  A.  3  3 
NON  EEX::  0  19  :!.9 
TCY.rAL  91  69  160 
Total number of countries represented:  21 European Communities - Commission 
~< EUR  109~7.-ry;nture Consort' (Phase IJ.-
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The Venture Consort pilot system is aimed at encouraging the growth of European 
SMEs through the formation of cross-border syndicates of venture capitalists. 
This action has three thrusts: 
- to demonstrate that, despite financial, fiscal and legislative differences between 
EC  Member States, it is possible to finance cross-border innovative projects; 
- to encourage cross-border development and  cooperation  between  SMEs  at  a 
European level; 
- to  stimulate  systematic  use  of  syndication,  and  the  creation  of  syndicates 
between venture capital companies established in several countries of the EC. Up 
to now, only a minor number of Venture capital investments have been made on a 
cross-border basis. 
The  pilot scheme was  started  in  cooperation  with  the  European  Venture  Capital 
Association  (EVCA}  which,  according  to its  statutes,  offers  all  the  guarantees of 
moral  and  professional competence in  the choice of its members. The  procedure 
consists of the EVCA preparing investment contracts by which two or more of its 
members  invest  funds  from  own  resources,  which  are  then  topped  up  by  a 
Community grant, so as to benefit SMEs with innovative projects established in the 
EC.  EVCA  is  entitled  to  charge  management  expenses  to  the  Community  for 
handling different phases of the scheme. 
18 projects representing 3.3 million ECU of investments are in the portfolio, having  · 
produced a 'gearing' of almost 12. 
Le systeme pilote Venture Consort est destine a encourager Ia croissance des PME 
europeennes par Ia formation de syndicats transnationaux de capitalistes a risques. 
Cette action poursuit une triple finalite: 
montrer  que,  malgre  les  divergences  existant  sur  le  plan  financier,  fiscal  et 
legislatif, il est possible de financer des projets innovateurs transnationaux; 
encourager le developpement transnational et Ia cooperation entre les PME au 
niveau european; 
stimuler  le  recours  systematique  au  coinvestissements  et  a  Ia  creation  de 
syndicats  d'investissements  entre  societas  de  capital  a risque  etablies  dans 
plusieurs  pays  de  Ia  Communaute  europeenne.  Jusqu'a present,  un  nombre 
insignifiant des operations de «Venture capital» se font sur une base transnatio-
nale. 
Le  projet  pilote  est  realise  en  collaboration  avec  !'European  Venture  Capital 
Association (EVCA}, qui, de parses statuts, offre toutes les garanties de moralite et 
de  competences  professionnelles  dans  le  choix  de  ses  adherents.  La  methode 
consiste a faire preparer,  par I'EVCA,  des contrats d'investissements par lesquels 
deux  ou  plusieurs  de  ses  membres  investissent  des  fonds  preleves  sur  leurs 
ressources propres, augmentes d'une subvention communautaire, au profit de PME 
etablies dans Ia Communaute economique europeenne ayant un projet innovateur. 
Dix-huit projets sont en  portefeuille, representant 3,3 millions d'Ecus d'investisse-
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